In some speech recognition applications, it is rea sonable to constrain the search space of a speech rec ognizer to a large but finite set of sentences. We demon strate the problem on a spelling task, where the recog nition of continuously spelled last names is constrained to 110,000 entries (= 43,000 unique names) of a tele phone book. Several techniques to address this prob lem are compared: recognition without any language model, bigrams, functions to map a hypothesis onto a legal string, n-best lists, and finally a newly developed method which integrates all constraints directly into the search process within reasonable memory and time bounds. The baseline result of 56% string accuracy is improved to 62, 85, 88, and 92%, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Spelled letter recognition is an essential subtask of many speech recognition systems. Applications include spel ling of arbitrary sequences (e.g. "license plates"), "re pair" or "new word" dialogues for interactive recogniz ers, and spelling of names or addresses. In the latter two categories the search space can be constrained to a large dictionary of words or names. Constraints can become effective within the search process as n-grams or in a fully constrained search. They also can be used to postprocess the recognized hypotheses by mapping Lhem onto legal strings, or by finding the highest rank ing legal hypothesis in an n-best list. In this paper, we will demonstrate our letter recognizer and the effects of various language models and search techniques on the task of spelled name recognition. Related work on isolated letters was reported by Cole et. al . [2] .
2.
THE LETTER RECOGNIZER classifier. Figure 1 shows an MS-TDNN in the process of recognizing the excerpted word 'B') r�pr�sented by 16 melscale FFT coefficients at a. lO-msec frame rate.
The first three layers constitute a standard TDNN, which uses sliding windows with time-delayed connec tions to compute a score for each phoneme-like state in every frame. These scores are the activations in the "Phoneme La.yer". In the "DTW Layer" , each word to be recognized is modeled by a sequence of phonemes, and an optimal alignment path is found for each word.
The activations along these paths are then collected in the word output units. The error derivatives are back propagated from Lhe word units through the alignment path and the front-end TDNN. 
EXPERIMENT SETUP

BASELINE RESULTS
As a baseline experiment, the recognizer was tested without any language model, i.e. any letter can follow any other letter with the same probability. The results improve only slightly if bigrams are used, as shown in Table 1 : Results with no and weak language models.
POSTPROCESS SEARCH RESULTS
If the plain recognizer returns a hypothesized name h which is "illegal", i.e. h rJ. S, we can either try to find a "best match" in S, or ask the recognizer to provide more hypotheses, hoping that one of them will match.
Closest Match
If h is the hypothesized string returned by the recog nizer, we are interested in the name s · which is "clos est" to the recognized string, i.e. 
N-Best
If an n-best list is used, the recognizer returns a (best to-worst) sorted list H = (hI, h2' ... hn) of hypotheses.
From this list the best hypothesis h* matching an entry in the string list S is selected (or the first-best if no match):
hj., i* = min{ ilhi E S} otherwise
The recognition accuracy increases with the size of the n-best list. For n = 50, the string accuracy is 85%. Saturation occurs at approx. n = 500 at 88% string accuracy, as shown in figure 2 . In most cases (60.7%), the first-best choice matches an entry in the list. About 5% of these first-best choices are incorrect.
In 5.1% of all cases, none of the n hypotheses has a match in the dictionary. Ta ble 3: The histogram shows with which frequencies the best matching hypothesis was found at various positions in the n-best list.
6.
F ULLY CONSTRAINED SEARCH
In the previous section, constraints were applied after the hypotheses were already generated; in this section we propose a method to integrate all constraints di rectly into the search process. lem, we use a technique similar to the "Two-Level DP Matching" [7] : The letter E occurs in over 5,800 dif ferent contexts, but the partial optimal score through its word model is independent of t.he search context. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we compared several techniques to con strain speech recognition to a given large list of strings.
The task was to recognize spelled letters from a tele phone book with 43,000 unique last names.
Bigrams provide only weak constraints. The "n-best"
and "closest-match" techniques postprocess hypotheses that were found by the plain recognizer without lan guage model constraints. The best results were achieved with a newly developed technique which allows the in t.egration of all constraints directly into the search pro cess. 
